Case Study - JDP Ltd
How Cloud4 helped JDP Ltd to improve business productivity and communications

Company name:
JDP Ltd

“We were looking for a cost efficient way of

What is JDP Ltd?

keeping our IT up to date and giving our users

A London based firm of executive search

access to all their email from anywhere as we

consultants with over 20 years’ experience in

move around a lot.

supporting and advising the legal sector. With
the ability to research high profile candidates,
JDP is second to none in the industry.
Requirement:
A high specification hosted desktop and
professional, versatile business email solution
with built in application hosting, sharing and
collaboration tools.

At first, we went onto Hosted Exchange but
after discussing how to make the business more
mobile, Cloud4 suggested a Hosted Desktop
trial which really worked for us and we moved
everything over.
We have found Cloud4 to be efficient,
professional, cost effective and all the staff have
been extremely personable and user friendly.”

The Project
JDP first contacted Cloud4 following a recommendation from their IT support consultant, who had worked
with Cloud4 previously.
Maurice Webster, Director of JDP Limited, contacted Cloud4 with the initial requirement of migrating their current email
services to the cloud. Following a successful migration to Hosted Exchange with no downtime or service interruption,
Maurice decided to look at options which would enhance mobility and increase data security across the business.

Continue reading >>

JDP’s Objectives

After Migration

JDP relies heavily on mobility solutions. It operates
in a fast-paced environment and had significant
issues around remote access and the ability of users
to work from different locations when needed.

JDP needed a reliable provider which could be
entrusted with sensitive data management and
migration as well as supply continuous ongoing
support.
In Cloud4, Maurice found a provider which delivers a
personal, flexible and cost-effective service.

TDP needed a reliable and secure solution which
allowed for maximum business flexibility.

Benefits of Cloud4’s Hosted Desktop or
Exchange Services

•

One of the UK’s leading Hosted Desktop
and Exchange providers supporting users
globally

•

Feature-rich choice of Desktop and

Exchange hosting plans to suit your
requirements

•

Expert support from a UK-based team with
over 1000 migrations managed since 2009

•

Securely hosted 24/7 in ISO-27001-certified
datacentres

One of the greatest benefits of the cloud is the ability
to trial and move to new services at your own pace
with little or no operational impact during migration.
We are looking forward to continuing our work and
support with JDP Ltd in the future.
Cloud4 Computers is a leading provider of cloud
computing, business mobility and IT solutions in the UK
and abroad. We focus on delivering unique solutions,
supported by outstanding customer service and
technical expertise.

Contact us for more information on migrating
your company to the cloud:

http://www.cloud4computers.co.uk

Why Cloud4?
With an expert, UK-based team and a customer
centric approach to service, Cloud4 was able to
demonstrate the skills and flexibility of service
needed to meet TDPs specific requirements. The
strength of the reviews and feedback from existing
clients gave JDP confidence that Cloud4 was the
ideal partner.
Maurice noticed the real benefits of the Hosted
Desktop solution after just a few days of the trial. With
valuable support, all data and applications have been
moved seamlessly into the cloud, with every user able
to access from anywhere, at any time on any device.
Maurice was provided with access to the online control
panel along with free training and guides on how to
manage the services online, all fully supported by
Cloud4’s technical team wherever needed.

enquiries@cloud4computers.co.uk
0800 802 1989
Cloud4 Computers, Acorn Business Centre,
Butts Street, Leigh WN7 3DD

